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Ios 9 for iphone 6

Apple officially launches iOS 11 on Tuesday, September 19, and a host of new iPhone and iPad features come with it, such as a revamped control center, a new Files app, Drag and Drop gestures and several other updated design elements. This article covers some of the things you can do to prepare your devices for Apple's latest mobile operating system,
including storage maintenance tips, backup advice, and some other useful things to consider before upgrading. First, however, it's worth finding out if your mobile devices are compatible with iOS 11. iOS 11 Compatibility Checker If you own an iPhone 5s or later, or an iPad Air or later, your device is running the latest operating system. Still unsure? Here's
Apple's official compatibility list for iOS 11. iPhone: iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 5s, iPhone SE. iPads: 12.9-inch iPad Pro (1st and 2nd generation), 10.5-inch iPad Pro, 9.7-inch iPad Pro, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 1, iPad 5th Generation (2017 model), iPad mini 4, iPad mini
3 and iPad mini 2. iPods: 6th generation iPod touch. Reclaim Device Storage Space iOS 11 includes new features to help you free up space on your iOS device, such as personalized recommendations for actions you can take to increase the available storage space. However, before you can take advantage of these, you should make sure your device has
sufficient space to download and install the new operating system. With that in mind, it's worth reconsidering which apps you've installed on your devices and whether you really need them. Swipe through the Start screen and check your folders to root out any forgotten apps (including older 32-bit apps that don't work on iOS 11) that take up valuable storage
space. To delete apps, hold a finger on them and tap the X that appears in the corner of the icon. Alternatively, go to Settings -&gt; General -&gt; Storage &amp; iCloud usage -&gt; Manage storage, tap on any apps you don't use, and select Delete app. Be ruthless - you can always reinstall removed apps at a later date if you change your mind. Check the
size of all social media apps you've installed, such as Facebook and Snapchat. These apps can often increase in size after long periods of activity due to media caching and the like, so you may want to delete and then reinstall them to restart. If you're a WhatsApp user, open the app, go to Settings -&gt; Data &amp; Storage Usage -&gt; Storage Usage, take
a look at how many megabytes your chat history uses, and take an appropriate action using the Manage option. You may be surprised by the savings this simple step can make. If you are using iCloud Photo Library, it is also worth checking that it is configured to use as little local storage on your device as Press through to Settings -&gt; Photos &amp;
Camera, and make sure the Optimize iPhone Storage option is crossed. Finally, open the App Store app and install installs available to ensure maximum compatibility with iOS 11. Creating an archived iTunes Backup It is best practice to have an iTunes backup of your device stored on your computer in case something goes wrong, or the worst happens and
installation of iOS 11 fails. If you need to downgrade shortly after installing a new iOS update, it is necessary to create an archived iTunes backup in advance. An archived iTunes backup stores the current state of your iOS device and prevents it from being accidentally overwritten by subsequent backups. Here's how to do it on a Mac. (Note that if you're a
Windows user, the iTunes procedure varies slightly and you'll need to rename your iTunes backup folder or move it to another location to prevent it from being overwritten). Connect your iPhone or iPad to a Mac with the latest version of iTunes installed (click iTunes -&gt; Check for updates from the menu bar to be sure) and click on the device's icon in the
iTunes' interface. Under Backups, select This computer, select Encrypt iPhone backup, and then enter a password. An encrypted backup keeps all your account passwords as well as your Health and HomeKit data, while a non-encrypted backup doesn't. Click Back Up Now and wait for the backup process to finish. Depending on the amount of data stored
on your device, it should take between 5 and 15 minutes to complete. Save the backup To save the backup, select Settings from the iTunes menu and click the Devices tab. Right-click the new backup and select the Save option. When the archiving process is complete, a backup is marked with the date and time it was archived. Archived backups can be
viewed at any time in the iTunes Preferences section. You can also delete an archived backup from here - just select the appropriate backup and click the Delete Backup button. Install iOS 11 When iOS 11 becomes available (probably around 10 AM PST/1 PM EST on Tuesday, goes on previous releases) it will be delivered to the device either via iTunes
when you connect it to your computer, or as an over-the-air update. Make sure your device is fully charged before you start the process via Wi-Fi, as it may take some time to complete. Apple's iOS 13 looks like a fantastic update. It includes a real solution to robocalls, privacy improvements, Android-style power user features and many fixed irrations. After
spending my smartphone years with Android and Windows Phone, now I want an iPhone. A real solution to Robocall's Apple Robocall blocking is the best new feature in iOS 13. The Silence unknown callers option solves the biggest annoyance of owning a phone at all. When this feature is turned on, your iPhone will check the incoming call against numbers
in contacts, emails, and If it finds a match, the phone rings. If it doesn't, the conversation goes straight to voicemail. Robocalls are a modern technological plague that apparently touches everyone. The best advice to deal with them is to stop Phone. One of the main problems with that advice is that you are still interrupted by phone rings, fighting for your
attention for a call you don't need. It takes up the entire screen of your iPhone. If the only new feature coming to iPhones was Silence Unknown Callers, there would be enough reason to switch. But is not the only feature. It's much more than that. Apple builds in privacy features like Google doesn't want Apple It seems like everyone tracks you all the time.
Sometimes apps ask for location tracking whether the app needs it or not. And even apps that have legitimate use for your location, such as delivering weather forecasts, often track you when you're not actively using the app, and then sell your data later. It is also challenging to prevent this behavior. You can turn off all location tracking, but then some of your
apps will be useless (such as weather apps). You can also manually turn location tracking on and off each time you use an app. But it requires digging through a long list of settings, and it's just cumbersome. If location tracking bothers you, Apple has you covered. Soon, you can give an app permission to check your location only once. You can already only
let an app track your location while using it. If you've given an app permission to track your location and it does, your iPhone will notify you — complete with a map of the places the app has tracked, and include an option to change that permission. And apps that track you via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi without telling you? Apple is also putting an end to it. Android
does not offer anything near this level of location security. It's not uncommon to see Sign in with Google or Sign in with Facebook buttons on websites and apps. They're simple – you don't need to create another account with a different password. But they're not very private. When you use this option, you agree to hand over information to a company you
may know taken from your accounts. Google or Facebook learn more about what you're doing as well. Apple's solution is its own sign-in service: Sign in with Apple. But this doesn't track you, and it doesn't hand out your data. Apple doesn't collect much data about you to begin with; It's not the company's business model. When you sign in with Apple, you can
either hand over your name and Apple-associated email or, for even more privacy, a randomly generated email that forwards to you. Sign in with Apple gives you the convenience of fast account creation while maintaining your confidentiality. Both Apple and the companies ask for accounts. Android Power User Features Come to iPhone Apple The
competition between Android and iPhone sometimes feels like the battle between Coke and Pepsi. Both are good, and a lot of it is just personal preferences. But Android and iPhone are more alike than some people are willing to admit - and they become more similar with each iOS and Android Release. But for all the two operating systems have, some of the
differences are large. It took forever for iPhone to get third-party keyboard support, and to be honest; It's still not as seamless as Android's keyboard options. If you like to swipe on your keyboard, Apple adds a new QuickPath option that lets you swipe to type. There is a minor reason to use a third-party keyboard in the first place. You can't customize the look
of an iPhone as much as possible Android, and it can always be true. But if you find yourself removing all widgets, and placing the most frequently used apps in easily accessible places and folders, the look is not so different from an iPhone. And Apple is adding a new beautiful dark mode option in iOS 13. Dark mode may not be better for your eyes than a
bright theme, but it certainly looks nice. (Android gets a dark mode this year with Android Q too - see how similar these operating systems will be?) And while it took too long to get the right Near-Field Communication (NFC) support, Apple is embracing it wholeheartedly now. If you're using an iPhone XR or XS, you can start shortcuts from an NFC code.
Shortcuts are a great way to automate tasks, and combined with NFC codes, the possibilities seem endless. In the past, we've used NFC tags in a car to start playing music from a playlist and pull up directions to home on Android. Now you will be able to do the same with an iPhone. Like iPad, iPhone gets the right external drive support. Soon you will be
able to connect a USB drive to an iPhone (with an adapter) and access files and photos. It's a small thing, but that's precisely the point. The sum of all these small changes is more than the individual parts. iOS 13 Fixes so many small irrations Apple There's a lot to love for someone solid in iPhone camp too. This update resolves so many small irrations.
Safari, for example, automatically closes tabs for you based on time settings. If you've ever opened the tabbed view of your mobile browser just to find dozens of tabs from the eons page, you'll appreciate the concept of tabs closing after a day or week of use. Hopefully, every browser borrows this idea. And when we talk about borrowing, like Android, iOS 13
lets you delete apps directly from the App Store's update list. It is important on iPhone (which is missing an app drawer) since at the moment you need to hunt for their locations on the iPhone home screens. Any iPhone user who relies on the Reminders app will appreciate better support for natural language. Writing something like eye doctor at 6 p.m. will
create a properly planned reminder. Before, the reminder app creates an appointment with that title. Lost and stolen phones are another problem we all face, regardless of OS. Apple has a good solution for it, and it's born out of another product: Bluetooth trackers. Products like Tile and Trackr promise to help you find your stuff through crowdsourcing. The
idea is that your can contact you by forwarding other closer trackers. The problem is that the audience doesn't exist. Well, Apple definitely has a lot to work with. So iOS 13 brings the crowdsourcing to find my (previously Find My Phone) feature on iPhones. Your phone will contact you via Bluetooth via other people's iPhones and iPads. Wherever the device
is, it is likely that it is close to using. And, for that you don't think it goes against the promise of privacy, Apple included really smart cryptography so that only you can track your phone, not even Apple can get to the data. No Wonder Apple rushed at its annual Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC), Apple revealed these features - and more - that show
the future of the iPhone along with a new iPadOS that will make iPads much more powerful. If you saw the keynote, you may have noticed something strange with all the speakers. They stormed. Everything felt quickly from speeches to demonstrations. At the end of the presentation, it was clear why WWDC's speakers felt so stressed. Apple had a lot to
announce — and Apple didn't even have time to cover all the features found in iOS 13. This update looks like the best new version of iOS this year. iOS 13 will be released sometime in autumn 2019. It comes to iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone X, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus and iPhone SE. It
will be included on any new iPhones Apple launches this fall as well. RELATED: iPadOS will almost turn your iPad into a real computer
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